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51. Remarks on Some Properties oI Solutions oI Some
Boundary Value Problems for Quasi.linear Parabolic

and Elliptic Equations oI the Second Order

By Takafii KusAo
Chuo University, Tokyo

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNUG, M.Z.A., April 12, 1963)

Introduction. In this note we shall try to generalize some of
the results established by 01einik 6 and V:born [7J for linear
elliptic and parabolic differential equations of the second order.
Namely, we shall eonsider second order quasi-linear parabolic and
e’lliptie equations and discuss first the behavior of their solutions at
the boundary of the domain where they attain positive maximum or
negative minimum. Next we shall formulate the uniqueness theorems
for some boundary value problems with oblique derivatives. In our
diseussion extensive use is made of the maximum prineiples proved
by the author 8, [9 for quasi-linear elliptic and parabolic equa-
tions. Sinee the treatment is similar for both parabolie and elliptic
eases, we shall limit ourselves in our exposition to the detailed eon-
sideration of parabolie equations, while for elliptic equations only the
corresponding theorems will be stated.
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1. Quasi.linear parabolic equations. In this section we are
eoneerned with quasi-linear parabolie equations of the form

(1) a(x, t, u, grad u) u _u_f(x t, u, grad u),
,= 3xx t

x-- (x,. ., x), grad u- (3u/3x,..., 3u/3x).
We denote by D a bounded domain in the (n+ 1)-dimensional (x, t)-

space bounded by two hyperplanes t--0 and t--T0, and by a lateral
surface S lying between these hyperplanes. The union of the surface
S and the lower basis B--D{t--O} is referred to as the normal
boundary of D and is denoted by 3D. We assume that the functions

a,(x, t, u, p) and f(x, t, u, p) are defined in the domain ,: {(x, t)D,
ul, I[Pl[} and are bounded in compact subset of . We
impose the following assumption on the lateral surface S of D: for
each point P(x, t) S there exists an (n+ 1)-dimensional sphere Ke
including P on its boundary such that all the points of K lying in
the strip 0t<__T belong to D--3D. Finally we assign to each point
of S a direction which makes an acute angle with the inwardly


